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LondonMetric Property
Income compounder: the logistical investor
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LondonMetric’s (LMP) five-year total shareholder return is 122% (FTSE 350 Real
Estate sector 69%). Remaining retail-focused, it has raised Distribution investment
assets from 28% (2014) to 69% currently (with developments), reducing its retail
parks greatly, to 8%. Income is the driver. Management has achieved reliable and
predictable results here. The focus is on structurally supported sectors and strongcovenant long leases. 48% have a contractual income uplift. Development and
asset management add ‘alpha’, including re-gearing leases and adding new
tenants. The last two years saw significant expansion into Urban Distribution.
►

Strategic focus on income: The average REIT dividend yield is ca. 3.5%, whereas
LMP delivers 4.4%. We consider this premium payout involves low risk. LMP’s
assets are priced at 5.3% net initial yield (NIY), and financial gearing of 34% loan
to value of assets (LTV) takes the cash-on-cash return to 6.7% historical.

►

An early mover: LMP invested and built distribution assets ahead of others’
weight of money. 28% of net income derives from seven ‘mega’ assets, let on
average £5.30/sq. ft. (£5.60 for all Distribution assets). Lease length (WAULT) for
these is 13.7 years; the total across this REIT is 12.4 years.

►

Retail supply chain: LMP includes ‘urban’ logistics, with a good breadth of
exposure to retail distribution. Online retail growth drives all such LMP assets.
Distribution assets comprise >60% of the contracted rent roll and are growing.

►

Risks: Some development (generating 6%-7% yield on cost) is undertaken; a
portion is not pre-let. LTV of 34% (last interims) is conservative, given 99.4%
occupancy and only 3.5% of leases expire in three years. Modern retail
Distribution assets form a robust sector. LMP has honed its retail parks down to
just five attractive assets (from 23 four years ago).

►

Investment case: income plus NAV. NAV is still relevant, but a greater focus is
on the cash-backed profits, and thus the ability to grow dividends. REITs have to
pay 90%+ of such profits as a dividend. LMP’s strategy supports growth and
security, based on the cash returns of the portfolio. Thus, the valuation should
not focus overly on price to NAV, but more on the sustainable, progressive
dividend.

Description
LMP’s business is real estate for retail
– principally large, long-lease retail
warehouses, and it now has an 18%
presence in urban logistics
warehouses (in strong demand for
‘last-mile’ retail delivery execution).
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Year-end March (£m)
Gross income plus share JV profit
Total expenses*
Finance costs
Revaluation, disposal profits
Declared profit
EPRA PBT (adj. pre. revn., hedging, etc.)
EPRA EPS (p)
DPS (p)
Net assets (EPRA)
Net cash (debt) incl. share of JV
Dividend yield (%)
EPRA NAV (p)

2016
72.4
(12.5)
(30.6)
53.4
82.7
48.5
7.8
7.25
922.1
(591.2)
4.0
147.7

* Net of advisory fee income ongoing forward ~£1.5m pa

2017
77.5
(12.5)
(19.6)
17.7
63.0
51.0
8.2
7.50
1030.5
(481.6)
4.2
149.8

2018E
90.5
(13.5)
(17.0)
75.0
135.0
60.0
8.5
7.80
1118.0
(680.0)
4.3
160.0

2019E
94.5
(14.0)
(18.0)
50.0
112.5
62.5
8.8
8.10
1208.0
(720.0)
4.5
168.0

Source: Hardman & Co Research, LMP
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Investment case
Strong covenants within UK retail
logistics…a relatively early investor

Repositioning since FY14 has been
successfully executed

Occupancy 99.4%, lease lengths
11.5 years to average first break

Fair amount of transactions last
year – fewer anticipated going
forward

Modest level of short-cycle
development adds value. Estimated
£120m spend commitments in
developments….

….which achieve 6%-7% on cost

Urban logistics saw the greatest

LMP’s assets benefit from long leases on strong covenants, focused on UK retail
logistics. With investors seeking secure income, allied to the changes in retail supplychain, asset prices have risen in this segment. Positive momentum nonetheless
remains. Distribution exposure rises progressively, and is now up to 69% of the total
portfolio (steadily rising from 28% in FY14 and with a target of 75%+. This includes
18% of the portfolio that is Urban Logistics, a growing proportion. NIYs of
Distribution assets stand at a blended 4.9%, with strong rental growth prospects.
Retail parks were formerly a much greater proportion, and are now down to 8%.
The assets’ simplicity adds to attractions. The large majority are single-tenant assets
with low (1.3%) income leakage. Occupancy is 99.4% (excl. the 2% historical
residential assets being worked out profitably). WAULT is 12.4 years, (and to first
break is 11.5 years). This comprises a low-risk income stream. LMP undertakes
development, which, in most, but not all, cases is pre-let. This development,
however, is in the core, well-understood, asset types and is in locations of strong
demand. 30th September 2017 forward contracted income stood at £93.8m pa. Once
fully let, the development pipeline (principally at Bedford) will raise this to £98.9m.
As with other income-driven, long-lease REITs, we see ample scope for the rating to
reflect income distribution more than NAV. As a result, there is scope to trade at a
premium to NAV. Fiscal year to date, LMP disposed of £226m and bought £278m.
Having repositioned within retail (reducing retail parks, raising distribution), the
asset-type mix is now more ‘steady-state’. This indicates a desire and ability to
undertake lower-risk development and pursue a modest level of acquisitions in a
stable portfolio. This could, perhaps as recently, comprise acquiring specialist
portfolios, particularly with an eye to urban distribution. We do not see development
aspirations raised much beyond the current £45m we estimate required to complete
developments in build, plus £75m to be spent on the three in the pipeline.
Short-cycle development reduces risks, as opposed to raising them. It adds income
yield, quickly converting ‘pipeline’ to investment. None is undertaken with a view to
short-term disposal. Modest development is a means to diversify growth (not relying
entirely on acquisitions). It achieves premium returns, namely a 6.2% income yield
on developments in build and 7.0% on those to be commenced; the latter amount is
principally the Bedford development, at a 7.3% yield on anticipated £4.4m pa rents.
With investors seeking reliable, growing income in preference to growth contingent
on yield shift, large-scale development or rapid trading of assets, LMP is well placed.
Management’s relationships, expertise and track record are supportive.
►

LMP’s portfolio chimes well with structural demand for large, regional and urban
retail logistics. Supply (especially urban and regional) will remain constrained.

►

LMP has expanded in the strong ‘urban logistics’ sub-class, increasing to £293m
at last period-end (September 2017) vs £82m a year earlier. Recent acquisitions
are on 5.9% yields. To an extent, the intrinsic (other-use) value within a location
is even more important than WAULT, tenant or even initial rent.

►

LMP’s success in short-cycle (under 12 months) development adds value. Within
a total of £177m, across 11 projects, Bedford’s anticipated cost is £60m. Here,
land cost was fixed three years ago. Note: in 1H, no land acquisition valuation
uplift was taken. Uplift may occur on pre-letting and construction completion.

increase in exposure in 2017, LMP
having been a relatively early
mover in the mega ‘sheds’
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28% leases on automatic fixed
annual rises, 20% inflation indexed

►

LMP has an efficient structure, with 3.0% finance costs (down from 3.5% and a
1.8% marginal cost) and a competitive 15% EPRA cost ratio (also recently falling).

►

Like-for-like (LFL) income grew usefully above RPI in each of the past four years.
LFL grew 4.6% in FY17 (3.1% average prior three years).

The bigger picture – LMP has been a proactive early mover

Disposals include a large asset sold
on 5.0% NIY

Note the high and growing dividend
cover

Accelerated by, but not solely reliant on, internet shopping, a more efficient
distribution platform is required by the retail industry. Ahead of more high-profile
‘big box’ specialists, LMP favoured that sector, investing proactively over the past
five years. Transactions have proceeded well. In the last half year, £171m of
Distribution asset acquisitions were made. LMP has still found good acquisition
yields: 6.1% NIY was achieved, with a focus on urban retail logistics (£125m was
acquired in 1H’18). Total acquisitions in the half- year period were £236m.

Good results have been achieved
FY17 registered 5.3% EPRA EPS growth, with 3.4% DPS growth. The FY17 total
shareholder return was 4.4%, with 18.7% and 5.9% achieved in FY15 and FY16,
respectively. In FY17, a return of 6.4% was achieved from dividends, plus EPRA NAV
rises. Similarly, its total property return comfortably beat the market in FY17.

Urban logistics – ‘last mile’
£116m out of the £262m Urban
logistics segment was acquired
since March 2017

Strong organic reversionary
potential

These are typically 50-100,000 sq. ft. in area, providing ‘spoke’ operations for larger
‘hubs’. Intrinsically high-value sites are selected. They are well located to facilitate
same- and next-day delivery, which now comprise 40% of all deliveries. Although
currently – at 17% of the total portfolio – this is smaller than the mega and regional
segments, it is a strong focus of investment. For example, a £116.6m portfolio
acquisition was made (Cabot), within which ‘urban’ comprises 11 (out of 14) assets
and 65% by value of the total acquired. The portfolio offers “strong prospects for
income growth and lease extensions.” (LMP).
These are valued on slightly higher NIY’s (5.9% for the 1H’18 acquisitions), primarily
because of the shorter WAULTs (8.3 years for the historical 1H’18 acquisitions). They
represent a strong and growing part of the supply chain, so should represent good
value to an experienced investment manager. The ‘urban logistics’ sub-sector has an
average rent of £6.10 per sq. ft. at LMP, but with a reversion to £6.70 per sq. ft.

Investment conclusion and risk mitigation
Highly visible and moderate-risk
EPS growth, with some added alpha

LMP generates highly visible earnings growth, with an efficient structure, owning
simple (i.e. a preponderance of single-tenant) assets. This and the modest (34% LTV)
financial gearing create a low-risk proposition. There is focus on an area of long-term
growth, i.e. retail distribution, particularly in urban centres. Added to this is ‘alpha’
created by an element of development and asset management.
48% of the leases benefit from annual increments. Income momentum is therefore
good, and risk is modest, with 11.5 years, on average, to the first break clause. Debt
is fixed for over five years’ duration, at 3%.
See page 1 and SWOT analysis on page 4 for risks. If macroeconomic conditions result
in significant rises in yields, valuations (not rents) may fall. Property trading is
significantly reducing and is not a required part of delivering the strategy. Note that,
in FY18 to date, £126.7m assets (six in total) have been disposed of and that these
sold, on average, at a 6.4% yield. In mega centres, where yields are more modest,
location is crucial. For LMP, 51% is in the southeast of England.
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Financial summary
►

69% of the portfolio by value is invested in Distribution assets. Of these, 43% are
‘mega’, 32% ‘regional’ and 25% ‘urban’. Thus, 30% of the total portfolio is in
‘mega’ distribution centres, comprising 670,000 sq. ft. of floorspace, on average.

►

Completion of developments raises this to 71% (estimate). 75% is the ‘target’.

►

The balance sheet is not stretched, readily funding the developments. We
estimate LTV of <40%, post all the developments being completed (prerevaluation).

►

£93.8m total contracted rent, including £0.5m Residential, £2.9m Development.

►

Residential down now to 2% of assets – a residual exposure, sold down.

►

Note the recent disposal at 4.8% NIY of Hull ‘long income’ asset.

Current portfolio (by segment, including JV share)
Asset sector
Distribution
Convenience, leisure
Long income retail
Retail parks
Residential
Development
TOTAL *

WAULT years*
11.9
17.2
11.4
11.5
na
na
12.4

* Total excludes developments, residential

NIY%*
4.9
5.2
6.2
5.6
na
na
5.2

£m Rent*
57.1
10.4
14.5
8.4
0.5 [1]
2.9 [1]
90.4

£m valuation
1074
185
220
136
35
55
1705

Source: Hardman & Co Research, LondonMetric PLC

SWOT analysis

Source: Hardman & Co Research
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Disclaimer
Hardman & Co provides professional independent research services. Whilst every reasonable effort has been made to ensure that the information in the research
is correct, this cannot be guaranteed.
The research reflects the objective views of the analysts named on the front page. However, the companies or funds covered in this research may pay us a fee,
commission or other remuneration in order for this research to be made available. A full list of companies or funds that have paid us for coverage within the past
12 months can be viewed at http://www.hardmanandco.com/
Hardman & Co has a personal dealing policy which debars staff and consultants from dealing in shares, bonds or other related instruments of companies which pay
Hardman for any services, including research. They may be allowed to hold such securities if they were owned prior to joining Hardman or if they were held before the
company appointed Hardman. In such cases sales will only be allowed in limited circumstances, generally in the two weeks following publication of figures.
Hardman & Co does not buy or sell shares, either for its own account or for other parties and neither does it undertake investment business. We may provide
investment banking services to corporate clients.
Hardman & Co does not make recommendations. Accordingly, we do not publish records of our past recommendations. Where a Fair Value price is given in a
research note this is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes, and not a forecast of a likely share price. Hardman & Co may publish further
notes on these securities/companies but has no scheduled commitment and may cease to follow these securities/companies without notice.
Nothing in this report should be construed as an offer, or the solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell securities by us.
This information is not tailored to your individual situation and the investment(s) covered may not be suitable for you. You should not make any investment
decision without consulting a fully qualified financial adviser.
This report may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior permission from Hardman &Co.
This report may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior permission from Hardman &Co.Hardman Research Ltd, trading as Hardman & Co, is an
appointed representative of Capital Markets Strategy Ltd and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) under registration number
600843. Hardman Research Ltd is registered at Companies House with number 8256259. However, the information in this research report is not FCA regulated
because it does not constitute investment advice (as defined in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) and is provided for general information only.
Hardman & Co Research Limited (trading as Hardman & Co)
35 New Broad Street
London
EC2M 1NH

+44 (0) 20 7194 7622
Follow us on Twitter @HardmanandCo
(Disclaimer Version 4 – Effective from January 2018)

Status of Hardman & Co’s research under MiFID II
Some professional investors, who are subject to the new MiFID II rules from 3rd January, may be unclear about the status of Hardman research and, specifically,
whether it can be accepted without a commercial arrangement. Hardman’s company research is paid for by the companies about which we write and, as such, falls
within the scope of ‘minor non-monetary benefits’, as defined in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II.
In particular, Article 12(3) of the Directive states: ‘The following benefits shall qualify as acceptable minor non-monetary benefits only if they are’ (b) ‘written
material from a third party that is commissioned and paid for by an[sic] corporate issuer or potential issuer to promote a new issuance by the company, or where
the third party firm is contractually engaged and paid by the issuer to produce such material on an ongoing basis, provided that the relationship is clearly disclosed
in the material and that the material is made available at the same time to any investment firms wishing to receive it or to the general public;’
The fact that we are commissioned to write the research is disclosed in the disclaimer, and the research is widely available.
The full detail is on page 26 of the full directive, which can be accessed here: http://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/level-2-measures/mifid-delegated-regulation-20162031.pdf
In addition, it should be noted that MiFID II’s main aim is to ensure transparency in the relationship between fund managers and brokers/suppliers, and eliminate
what is termed ‘inducement’, whereby free research is provided to fund managers to encourage them to deal with the broker. Hardman is not inducing the reader
of our research to trade through us, since we do not deal in any security.
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